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QUESTION 1 
Which of the following backup procedures does F5 recommend for redundant clustered ARXs? 
 

A. The global-config and running config from one of the ARX switches 

B. The global-config from one ARX switch and the running-config from both ARX switches 

C. The global-config from both ARX switches and the running-config from both ARX switches 

D. The global-config from both ARX switches; the running-config does not need to be backed up. 

E. The running-config from both ARX switches; the global-config does not need to be backed up. 

F. The global-config from both ARX switches and the running-config from one of the ARX switches 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
What is the correct reboot sequence when upgrading a redundant pair? 
 

A. Both the primary and secondary ARXs must be taken offline to perform an upgrade. 

B. Upgrade the Primary ARX. The secondary ARX will automatically be upgraded when they sync. 

C. Upgrade the secondary ARX. The primary ARX will automatically be upgraded when they sync. 

D. Upgrade the primary ARX and reboot, wait for it to come back online, then upgrade and reboot the  
secondary ARX. 

E. Upgrade the secondary ARX and reboot, wait for it to come back online, then upgrade and reboot the  
primary ARX. 

 
Answer: E 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Considering the output below, what will occur after the second command is entered? 

 
 

A. v5_0_6_11761 will be Running, v5_1_5_11982 will be Armed and v4_1_3_11383 will be Backup 

B. v5_0_6_11761 will be Running, v5_1_5_11982 will be Armed and v5_0_6_11761 will be Backup 

C. v5_0_6_11761 will be Running, v5_1_5_11982 will be Armed and v5_1_5_11982 will be Backup 

D. v5_1_5_11982 will be Running, v5_0_6_11761 will be Armed and v4_1_3_11383 will be Backup 

E. v5_1_5_11982 will be Running, v5_1_5_11982 will be Armed and v5_0_6_11761 will be Backup 

 
Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4 
Which of the following are important metrics to monitor for Managed Volumes? (Choose three.) 
 

A. Share free space 

B. Ratio of directories to files 

C. Metadata share free space 

D. Quorum disk share free space 

E. Average file size on the volume 

F. Files in the volume versus file credits 

 
Answer: ACF 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
Access to the upstream switch is not readily available. When the Late Collisions on the interface 
are checked, the numbers are incrementing. What is the most likely cause? 
 

A. There is a duplex mismatch. 

B. The interface speed is set wrong. 

C. There is a problem with the port number. 

D. The interface collision timer is incorrectly set. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Which of the following are possible ways to see all SNMP traps which are currently active (set 
and not cleared)? (Choose two.) 
 

A. From the ARX Manager (GUI), select status 

B. From the ARX Manager (GUI), select health 

C. From the ARX Manager (GUI), select active Traps 

D. From the command line interface, enter how health 

E. From the command line interface, enter how status 

F. From the command line interface, enter how active traps 

 
Answer: AD 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
Clients have complained that they have not been able to access some files. The problem seems 
to be intermittent. Consider the result of the show namespace command and determine which of 
the following possible issues the most likely cause is. 
 

A. Metadata size is too small. 

B. CIFS access based enumeration is not enabled. 

C. Share sh_cifs2 has gone offline several times. 

D. Import Protection is set to On, preventing some files from being accessed. 

E. The cause of the issue cannot be determined with the information provided. 

 
Answer: C 
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